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Abstract

Effective overlap of computation and communication is a well understood technique for latency hiding and
can yield significant performance gains for applications on high-end computers. In this report, we describe an
instrumentation framework developed for message-passing systems to characterize the degree of overlap of com-
munication with computation in the execution of parallel applications. The inability to obtain precise time-stamps
for pertinent communication events is a significant problem, and is addressed by generation of minimum and max-
imum bounds on achieved overlap. The overlap measures can aid application developers and system designers
in investigating scalability issues. The approach has been used to instrument two MPI implementations as well
as the ARMCI system. The implementation resides entirely within the communication library and thus integrates
well with existing approaches that operate outside the library. The utility of the framework is demonstrated by
analyzing communication-computation overlap for micro-benchmarks and the NAS benchmarks, and the insights
obtained are used to modify the NAS SP benchmark, resulting in improved overlap.

1 Introduction

Overlapping computation with communication, or latency hiding, has long been recognized as an effective
technique for masking data transfer latency, with the potential for considerable performance gains, enabling ap-
plications to scale well on large numbers of processors. Modern user-level networking architectures [1] like
InfiniBand [11], Quadrics [26] and Myrinet [2] support OS-bypass communication that reduces the involvement
of the host CPU in the actual data transfer path and frees the CPU to do user computation instead. Network
interface cards equipped with DMA engines are able to move data between end points without host processor
participation. If communication can proceed concurrently while the processor is busy computing, then the system
can achieve useful overlap of computation and communication. User-level protocols thus provide an opportunity
for overlapping the movement of data with execution of application code. Because improvements in communica-
tion performance have not matched improvements in processor speed, latency hiding has become an increasingly
important technique for improving application performance.

The degree of actual overlap for an application depends on the overlap potential of both the application and
the underlying communication subsystem. Fundamentally, the communication system must provide the means
to return control to the calling application while some or all of the communication operation takes place in the
background. In turn, the application must be written to exploit this capability, both by using the appropriate part
of the communication system’s API and by structuring code to maximize overlap.

MPI [17] has been the most popular standard for developing parallel scientific applications.The MPI interface
includes non-blocking point-to-point calls (i.e. MPI Isend, MPI Irecv) which allow the separation of initiation
and completion of message transfers. Additionally, even with blocking operations, the system can transparently



allow for overlap by copying data to internal message buffers and returning from the MPI call to the user program
before the data transfer is completed. ARMCI [20] is another communication system which underlies a number
of parallel programming models, and is used in a range of high-performance applications. ARMCI focuses on
one-sided communication, which does not require explicit coordination of sender and receiver.

However, it is not just the API for the communication subsystem which allows applications to hide latencies –
the underlying implementation is also very important. Depending on the communication software and the underly-
ing hardware, it may or may not be possible for communications to make progress when control has returned to the
application. For example, previous studies [34, 21] have shown that some message-passing libraries achieve very
low overlap for large messages even with non-blocking calls. This is explained by the fact that these libraries have
a single-threaded monolithic architecture, a polling-based progress engine and a synchronous message completion
and notification mechanism [7]. Polling progress in these libraries requires that communicating processes make
frequent calls that invoke the progress engine to ensure continuous transfer progress. Communication software
with asynchronous message completion is better positioned in this respect vis-a-vis a system with synchronous
completion [9]. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) operations on modern interconnects deliver data directly
from source application memory to destination application memory without host processor involvement or inter-
mediate copies of the data. RDMA is a particularly attractive option for implementing zero-copy transfers of large
messages and is being increasingly employed in communication libraries. The choice of RDMA Write versus
RDMA Read also has an impact on the overlap capability of the communication library [27].

The variety of communication hardware/software, together with a lack of effective tools for measuring the
overlap of computation and communication, make it very challenging for application developers to understand the
performance of their codes on different platforms and the potential for improvement. In this preport, we present
an instrumentation framework to quantitatively assess the extent of overlap in parallel applications for both two-
sided (MPI) and one-sided (ARMCI) communication. A fundamental difficulty in instrumenting communication
libraries to gauge the extent of achieved overlap is that the initiation of data transfer is done by NICs and often
the precise times for NIC-initiated data transfer events is unknown to the host processor. In the absence of precise
NIC-level time-stamps, we take the approach of estimating lower and upper bounds on the achieved overlap of
communication and computation. We show that these bounds can provide performance insights that may be used
to make code changes to improve performance.

The rest of this report is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present the conceptual framework for our approach,
and describe how this translates into instrumentation of the communication libraries used in this work. In Sec. 3,
we validate our approach with synthetic micro-benchmarks, illustrating how different communication protocols
within an MPI library can affect performance. In Sec. 4, we apply our approach to characterize and improve the
performance of the NAS parallel benchmarks. We provide a discussion of related work in (Sec. 5).

2 Overlap Measurement Framework

Precise measurement of overlap of communication and computation in modern HPC systems is very challeng-
ing. A fundamental issue is that data transfer is initiated by NICs, so that the processor is unaware of the exact
time of initiation. Our approach to overcome this problem is to develop bounds on the degree of overlap based
on instrumentation of the communication library to capture time-stamps when the application enters and leaves
regions of communication and computation.

2.1 Terminology

The PERUSE specification [25] defines events internal to MPI implementations, primarily for the purposes of
facilitating the development of performance monitoring.

Though our approach is not limited to the MPI standard, we follow PERUSE’s definition of a message transfer
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Figure 1. Time-stamped RDMA Read based point-to-point exchange

as the collection of (one or more) data transfers that actually perform the physical transfer of the entire user mes-
sage, not including control packets that might be used by the MPI library for implementing internal protocols and
flow control schemes. For example, the control packets associated with rendezvous protocols are not considered
part of the message transfer. We also define a number of events which are in the spirit of the PERUSE standard,
but do not conform precisely to its definitions.
XFER BEGIN and XFER END events mark the start and completion of data transfer operations that move user

messages. Such events are assumed to be provided by the communication library as approximations to the actual
beginning and end of the physical (hardware-level) transfer of the data. For example, with Mellanox VAPI [16]
on InfiniBand, XFER BEGIN will correspond to the time at which the library posts a VAPI post sr request
and XFER END will indicate completion of the request detected via return from a VAPI poll cq call. The
closer these events are to the actual physical data transfer events, the more accurate the resulting overlap estimate.
CALL ENTER and CALL EXIT events mark the beginning and end of calls from the application code into the

communication library. These demarcate user computation and communication call regions.

2.2 Measurement Approach

The communication library is instrumented to capture the time-stamps for the four events defined above. From
these time-stamps, we can derive the following measures on a per-process basis:
1. data transfer time - the time for physical transfer of all user messages sent and received by a process.
2. minimum overlapped transfer time - a fraction of data transfer time, denoting a lower bound on overlapped

transfer time.
3. maximum overlapped transfer time - a fraction of data transfer time, denoting an upper bound on overlapped

transfer time.
4. user computation time - time incurred in performing user computations.
5. communication call time - aggregate time spent executing communication calls.

Figure 1 illustrates the events and the relevant time measures in calculating the overlap bounds for an RDMA
Read-based point-to-point exchange.



The amount of overlap is determined on a per-data-transfer basis and these individual estimates are added to give
overlap bounds for each process. Either XFER BEGIN or XFER END or both events may have been time-stamped
for a given transfer operation. Since communication events are timed in the library and the library only has an
approximate view of the actual movement of data, the real overlap is estimated to lie within a range defined by
lower (minimum overlapped transfer time) and upper (maximum overlapped transfer time) bounds. We consider
three cases:

1. XFER BEGIN and XFER END are time-stamped within the same communication call. This means that
the associated transfer happened while the application was executing inside the communication library and
no useful computation could be performed during this period. Hence, both the minimum and maximum
overlapped transfer times are zero.

2. XFER BEGIN and XFER END are not time-stamped within the same communication call. In other words,
there might be a sequence of user computation and library communication periods interleaved in between.
If there is sufficient interleaved computation (computation time) to overlap with the associated transfer
(xfer time) i.e. computation time >= xfer time, then there is potential for complete overlap and therefore
the maximum overlapped transfer time is xfer time. Here, xfer time denotes the time for the data transfer
operation on the network that is measured a priori by running a standard microbenchmark test and com-
putation time is the total length of computation appearing between XFER BEGIN and XFER END. On the
other hand, if there is insufficient intermediate computation i.e. computation time < xfer time, only a lim-
ited amount of computation could possibly be overlapped. So, maximum overlapped transfer time is set to
computation time.

The minimum overlapped transfer time is calculated on similar lines. If the net time incurred within the
communication library (noncomputation time) exceeds the associated transfer time (xfer time) i.e. noncom-
putation time >= xfer time, then there was potentially zero overlap and minimum overlapped transfer time
is accordingly set to zero. Otherwise, there was at least (xfer time – noncomputation time) amount of over-
lap. So, in this case, minimum overlapped transfer time is set to be (xfer time – noncomputation time). Here,
noncomputation time is the time spent in the communication library between XFER BEGIN and XFER END.

3. Only XFER BEGIN or XFER END is time-stamped but not both. As it is impossible to be conclusive regard-
ing the achieved overlap, the minimum overlapped transfer time is set to zero and the maximum overlapped
transfer time is set to xfer time.

Data transfer time is the net time for operations that perform the physical transfer of all user messages sent and
received by a process, excluding any control messages. The sum of xfer time of individual data transfer operations
gives the total data transfer time. The time interval between every pair of CALL EXIT to next CALL ENTER events
is aggregated as user computation time. The time interval between every pair of CALL ENTER to next CALL EXIT
events is aggregated as communication call time.

It is worth noting that for portability and ease of support, we have designed our approach to be implementable
within the communication library, without requiring lower-level support from the hardware or drivers. However,
if it were possible to obtain time-stamps on data transfers from the network interface card, a more precise charac-
terization of the overlap would be possible.

2.3 Interpretation of derived measures

We now explain what the measures mean to application developers or system designers from a performance and
scalability perspective.



1. The difference between data transfer time and maximum overlapped transfer time gives the minimum du-
ration of communication that was not usefully overlapped with computation. This can be an indicator of
overall application performance loss as non-overlapped communication will typically manifest itself as time
spent waiting, during which no useful work could be done. An application developer engaged in a perfor-
mance or scalability exercise is essentially interested in learning how much time was consumed in different
portions of the application and whether there is scope for improvement. Thus, a high non-overlapped trans-
fer time points to a significant source of overhead. A breakdown of this time as a function of message size
distribution, such as “short” versus “long”, or a more detailed size distribution, will reveal the particular
message transfers that are affecting application performance the most.

We allow for this level of detail in our implementation of the framework. We also provide application-level
control over sections of code to be monitored. Combined, the two features are useful in performance studies.
We have used these capabilities in not only diagnosing but also improving overlap in a particular portion of
the NAS SP benchmark. For this benchmark, even though explicit overlap was being attempted within the
code structure, in reality the full potential for overlap was not being exploited. As we show in Sec. 4.3, the
data from instrumentation was used to make code changes that lead to a sizeable reduction in overall MPI
time.

2. The absolute value for minimum overlapped transfer time is a clear savings in execution time due to achieved
overlap. The impact of code changes on values of both bounds is a useful indicator of the effectiveness of
those changes from an overlap standpoint.

2.4 Implementation of Measurement Framework

We have implemented the framework within the Open MPI (v1.0.1) [10] and MVAPICH2 (v0.6.5) [15] im-
plementations of the MPI standard on InfiniBand, the ARMCI (v1.1) [20] one-sided communication library on
InfiniBand, and the Open MPI (v1.0.2) message-passing library on Myrinet. The implementation comprises of
instrumentation incorporated into the library to generate time-stamped events during application execution, and
the monitoring infrastructure to determine overlap estimates by online processing of events.

In section 2.4.1, we explain our instrumentation technique using Open MPI as an example. We have applied the
same ideas in instrumenting MVAPICH2 and ARMCI, and hence we briefly discuss the communication protocols
employed in these implementations, omitting details of their instrumentation. In section 2.4.2, we illustrate the
structure of our monitoring framework.

2.4.1 Instrumentation of communication protocols

Open MPI uses eager and rendezvous protocols for communicating short and long messages, respectively [35].
For short messages, a send descriptor is allocated and user data is packed into the descriptor. The descriptor is
then sent by invoking a transfer operation on the underlying communication software. For example, a VAPI SEND
work request is posted by making a VAPI post sr or EVAPI post inline sr call to the Mellanox VAPI
layer on InfiniBand in the v1.0 series of Open MPI. For the Myrinet GM library, gm send with callback
will be called. On send completion, the send request is returned and the descriptor is freed. On receiver side,
messages are received via the progress engine. When data is matched to a receive request, it is unpacked into the
user’s buffer and the receive request is signaled complete at the MPI level.

The instrumented eager protocol is shown in figure 2. For the sending process, the posting of a send descriptor is
marked as XFER BEGIN and send completion is recorded as XFER END. A short message transfer is transparent
to the receiving process and so there is no XFER BEGIN event on the receiver side. XFER END refers to the arrival
of the message, detected by the progress engine of the receiving process.
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Figure 2. Instrumentation of eager protocol in Open MPI

Open MPI employs two alternate approaches for long messages. In the default scheme, a long message is
fragmented and the fragments can be scheduled for delivery across multiple NICs. Initially, a combined send
request along with the first fragment descriptor is sent, which has to be acknowledged by the receiver. Once the
acknowledgment is received, the sender pipelines remaining fragments using a scheduling algorithm. On networks
with RDMA capabilities, the receiver can schedule RDMA operations by the sender. The sender pipelines send
descriptors to overlap initial registration/setup costs of the RDMA. The receiver schedules RDMA by commu-
nicating a PUT control message with the RDMA target address to the sender. Upon receiving this message, the
sender performs an RDMA Write into the receive application buffer, followed by a FIN message to indicate write
completion.
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Figure 3. Instrumentation of pipelined rendezvous protocol in Open MPI

Figure 3 illustrates the instrumented rendezvous protocol for the default scheme. As before, the sending process
times the posting/completion of individual send descriptors as XFER BEGIN/XFER END. Likewise, the invoca-
tion/completion of individual RDMA Write operations are marked as XFER BEGIN/XFER END. The RDMA
transfer, though transparent to the receiving process, can only happen in the interval between posting of PUT
packet and arrival of FIN packet. Hence, the receiving process identifies the time at which the PUT message is
scheduled for delivery as XFER BEGIN and the time at which the FIN message is discovered as XFER END. Fur-
ther, the acknowledgment of send request is recorded as XFER BEGIN, with XFER END referring to the arrival of
eager data.

Open MPI defines a run-time parameter named mpi leave pinned that can be used to bypass pipelined
RDMA for contiguous data. This second approach supports caching of registrations in a most recently used list. A
single RDMA Read or Write may be initiated on the registered user buffer. For RDMA Write, the sender notifies



the receiver of the request and the receiver responds with a PUT control message bearing the receive buffer address.
The sender then writes the data into the receive buffer. And on completion of the write operation, a FIN message
is sent to the receiver. For RDMA Read, the receiver is notified of the request as well as the sending buffer address
in a GET control message. The receiver performs a read of the send user buffer and communicates a FIN message
to indicate read completion.
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Figure 4. Instrumentation of rendezvous protocol with direct RDMA Write in Open MPI
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Figure 5. Instrumentation of rendezvous protocol with direct RDMA Read in Open MPI

The placement of events for the two leave pinned schemes appears in figures 4 and 5. The side doing RDMA
denotes the start/end of the operation as XFER BEGIN/XFER END. For the other side, the posting of PUT/GET
message is identified as XFER BEGIN; the discovery of FIN message is marked as XFER END.

MVAPICH2-0.6.5 has been designed at the MPICH2 RDMA Channel interface for InfiniBand [15]. MVA-
PICH2 implements put and get routines defined by the interface for both eager and rendezvous transfers using
RDMA support in InfiniBand. With the eager protocol, the sender copies the message to pre-registered buffers
and the message is written out into the receiving pre-registered buffers by an RDMA Write operation. Rendezvous
transfer is zero-copy, with the sending user’s buffer being pinned on-the-fly and the receiver doing an RDMA Read
on this buffer.

ARMCI supports the remote memory access (RMA) communication model over Mellanox VAPI on InfiniBand
using a host-assisted zero-copy approach [30], provided source and destination memories are registered. This
approach involves a helper thread on the remote side to assist in the completion of communication. With both
source and destination memories registered, PUT and GET of contiguous data are done using RDMA Write and
RDMA Read, respectively.
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2.4.2 Structure of framework

Figure 6 displays the structure of the monitoring framework. The framework is instantiated at the individual
process level and operates locally without performing any interprocessor communication. When the application
terminates, an output file is generated for each process, with information about overlap achieved by that process.
The reported information only characterizes the local process communication activity.

The monitoring framework comprises of two main components, a data collection module and a data processing
module. During application startup, a file containing transfer times is read from disk into memory. As the appli-
cation executes, the data collection module logs time-stamped events in a circular-queue data structure. This is a
fixed-size, in-memory, statically allocated structure that is processed periodically by the data processing module.
No tracing is performed; information is maintained only for the set of currently active events. When the queue
is full, the data processing module examines the events, updates overlap numbers on-the-fly, and resets the head
pointer to allow for subsequent events to be stored. At the end of the application run, the obtained overlap read-
ings are written out to a file. Overall, this is very similar to the profiling approach that is widely used in current
performance monitoring tools. Because the instrumentation itself involves no interprocessor communications, and
is not dependent on the number of processors used by the application (except for the startup and shutdown), it is
scalable to large processor counts.

3 Experimental Evaluation with Microbenchmarks

In this section, we report on experimental measurements with instrumentation incorporated into the Open MPI
implementations on InfiniBand and Myrinet. We focus primarily on Open MPI because it was deployed for
different underlying networks, allowing measurements on more than one communication network.

3.1 Experiment

We ran an overlap test in which two processes communicate a message using different combinations of point-
to-point MPI calls with increasing computation inserted between the initiating and wait non-blocking methods.



One process acts as a sender calling only MPI Send or MPI Isend methods, while the other process acts as a
receiver calling only MPI Recv or MPI Irecv methods. The two processes were run on separate nodes, and
measurements were made of a loop of 1,000 transfers with message sizes of 10 KB and 1 MB. We measured the
average time spent in MPI Wait as well as the minimum and maximum percentage overlap for the side doing
non-blocking communication in each run and plotted these against increasing computation time.

3.2 Open MPI on InfiniBand

3.2.1 Test Platform

The experiments were conducted using a cluster at the Ohio Supercomputer Center. Each compute node has
4GB RAM, two 2.4GHz Intel P4 Xeon processors, 512KB of secondary cache and runs a patched version pre1 of
Linux 2.4.24 OS. The nodes are connected by a switched 8 Gbit/s InfiniBand network, using MT23108 InfiniHost
(rev a1) by Mellanox Technologies on the 64-bit 133MHz PCI-X bus. The driver version is ibgd-1.6.0. All codes
including libraries and test codes were compiled using Intel 8.0 suite of optimizing compilers with -O3 flag. Our
experiments were run with one MPI process per dual-processor node in order to test communication across the
network. The perf main utility provided with Mellanox IB drivers was used a priori to characterize data transfer
times for various message sizes.

3.2.2 Eager exchange
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Figure 7. Isend-Irecv and eager protocol

Eager transfers are characterized by similar behavior across point-to-point calls and hence only Isend –
Irecv results are plotted in figure 7. Since the precise arrival time of a message is never known in the polling
mode of operation and the initiation of the send is transparent to the receiver, we always assert minimum overlap
as zero and maximum overlap as the message transfer time for the receiver. From the standpoint of sender, greater
computation implies greater scope for overlapping communication. The increase in overlap percentages with in-
crease in computation time reflect this observation. Also note that once the overlap percentages cease to increase,
the wait time for the receiver does not change further. To summarize, short message transfers exhibit full overlap
ability.

3.2.3 Rendezvous exchange

We evaluated both the pipelined scheme and the direct(leave pinned) RDMA Read scheme for overlap.



1. Isend – Recv pair
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Figure 8. Isend-Recv and pipelined RDMA
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Figure 9. Isend-Recv and direct RDMA

The overlap plots for the sender in Isend – Recv exchange appear in figures 8 and 9. The pipelined
RDMA scheme is only able to overlap the initial fragment. Therefore, the overlap curves remain flat even
with increasing computation. This happens because the sender posts the initial request in MPI Isend,
starts computing and detects the acknowledgment message from the receiver after it enters the wait method.
It then schedules additional fragments which do not get overlapped. In contrast, the receiver is free to read
the sending application’s buffer on arrival of the initial request in the direct RDMA scheme. This explains
the improved overlap when computation is increased and the progressive drop in wait time further confirms
this trend. With full computation-communication overlap, the wait time does not change any further. Note
that the wait time curve closely follows the overlap curves.

2. Send – Irecv pair

Both schemes exhibit minimal overlap in Send – Irecv communication as seen from the overlap plots
for the receiver in figures 10 and 11. Since the progress engine is polling-based, the receiver detects the
initial request only on entering MPI Wait. This means there is zero overlap for direct RDMA whereas
pipelined RDMA is able to overlap the first fragment. Consequently, the wait time is high and is unchanged
for varying computation lengths.
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Figure 10. Send-Irecv and pipelined RDMA
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Figure 11. Send-Irecv and direct RDMA

3. Isend – Irecv pair

As depicted in figures 12 and 13, while the direct RDMA approach allows the possibility of complete overlap
for the sender, the initiating fragment is the only portion of the message that is overlapped in pipelined
RDMA.

3.3 Open MPI on Myrinet

3.3.1 Test Platform

The experiments were conducted using a cluster at the Ohio Supercomputer Center. Each compute node has
4GB RAM and two Intel 64 bit processors running Linux 2.4.21-sgi306rp21 OS. There are two partitions of
compute nodes, one with 900MHz processors, and second with 1.3 GHz processors. The nodes are connected by
2 Gbit/s Myrinet high speed interconnects, using Myrinet 2000 C or D NICs on the 64-bit 133MHz PCI-X buses.
The driver version is GM-2.1.4. All codes including libraries and test codes were compiled using Intel 8.0 suite of
optimizing compilers with -O3 flag. Our experiments were run with one MPI process per dual-processor node in
order to test communication across the network. The gm allsize utility provided with GM drivers was used a
priori to characterize data transfer times for various message sizes.
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Figure 12. Isend-Irecv and pipelined RDMA
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Figure 13. Isend-Irecv and direct RDMA

3.3.2 Eager exchange

As depicted in figure 14, the short message overlap behavior on Myrinet mirrors the behavior on InfiniBand.

3.3.3 Rendezvous exchange

Overlap results in pipelined rendezvous mode for Isend – Irecv exchange are plotted in figures 15 and 16.
From the standpoint of both sender and receiver, only the initial fragment can be overlapped. Therefore, the
overlap curves remain flat even with increasing computation. The sender posts the initial request in MPI Isend,
starts computing and detects the acknowledgment message from the receiver after entering the wait method. It
then schedules additional fragments which do not get overlapped. Since the polling engine is progress-based, the
receiver detects the initial request on entering MPI Wait. Consequently, following fragments are received while
in the MPI Wait method.

4 Application Experience

The setup for the experiments in this section was identical to that described in 3.2.1 and 3.3.1. We characterized
each NAS benchmark from the NPB 3.2 suite in one of the communication environments previously described. To
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Figure 14. Overlap in eager protocol
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Figure 15. Sender overlap in pipelined rendezvous protocol

provide some representative data, we report performance of BT and CG with Open MPI v1.0.1 on InfiniBand; LU
and FT with MVAPICH2-0.6.5; and MG with ARMCI v1.1. We used the instrumentation results to achieve greater
overlap in SP with MVAPICH2 on InfiniBand and Open MPI v1.0.2 on Myrinet. We do not report performance of
EP as it performs minimal communication and IS because it exhibits similar overlap behavior to FT. Each process
was individually monitored for overlap and we present data for process 0. Data was gathered for different message
size ranges, to provide information on the degree of overlap for messages of different sizes. We briefly discuss our
findings in each case.

4.1 NAS BT and CG with Open MPI

Overlap results for NAS BT and CG with Open MPI supporting the pipelined RDMA mode are graphed in
figures 17 and 18 respectively. Both BT and CG primarily use point-to-point messages and do limited collective
communication. While long messages constitute the majority of communication for BT, CG sends a larger pro-
portion of short messages. As the microbenchmark evaluation showed, short messages with low transfer times
allow for complete overlap. Consequently the overlap results are higher for CG than for BT. For larger problem
sizes and smaller processor counts, long messages dominate. Since long messages have less potential for overlap,
observed overlaps drop for both applications.
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Figure 16. Receiver overlap in pipelined rendezvous protocol

Figure 17. Overlap Characterization - NAS BT

4.2 NAS LU and FT with MVAPICH2

Figure 19 depicts very high overlap potential for the LU benchmark. LU primarily performs point-to-point
communication with a mix of short and long messages. A substantial portion of the payload comprises of short
messages. With decreasing problem size and increasing number of processors, the percentage of short messages
increases further. Short message transfers exhibit good overlap behavior - LU overlap numbers are above 70% and
increase as the problem size is reduced or the processor count is increased. The non-overlapped time is incurred
in communicating long messages.

FT has low scope for overlap as is brought out in figure 20. Most of the communication in FT is done by
the Alltoall collective which sends long messages. These transfers do not get overlapped with computation.
The limited amount of overlap is due to short messages being exchanged in collectives like Reduce and Bcast.

4.3 Improving overlap in NAS SP

In this section, we explain how we used the overlap measurements for characterizing and improving achieved
overlap with the NAS SP benchmark. We provide results on two platforms, with Open MPI on Myrinet and MVA-
PICH2 on InfiniBand. SP explicitly attempts overlap of computation and communication in the x solve,y solve,
and z solve routines, which employ the Thomas algorithm for solution of the approximate factorization step in
the x, y, and z directions respectively. This is done at two places in the code, by computing in between the posting



Figure 18. Overlap Characterization - NAS CG

Figure 19. Overlap Characterization - NAS LU

of an Irecv and waiting for the communication to complete.
We obtained the overlap estimates for the entire code as well as limited to the code region where overlap

is attempted. We gathered overlap readings for messages of different sizes and observed a high non-overlapped
overhead for messages that are communicated in the overlapping section. We then placed Iprobe calls at multiple
locations in the computation region of the overlapping section. We tried different numbers as well as positions
of Iprobe calls, each time measuring the change in overlap. For all tested problem sizes and processor counts,
there is a performance benefit with overall MPI time showing a drop as revealed in figures 21 and 22. We were
able to make substantial improvements for the overlapping section in all cases as can be seen in figures 23 and 24.
We provide the original and modified overlap numbers for a complete run in figures 25 and 26. The gains over the
complete code are limited by a substantial volume of data being communicated in routine copy faces with no
computation to overlap.

4.4 NAS MG with ARMCI

In a previous effort [29], the NPB2.4 MPI version of the MG benchmark was modified to replace point-to-
point blocking and non-blocking message-passing communication calls first with blocking and then non-blocking
ARMCI calls. The ARMCI non-blocking version achieved improved performance over the ARMCI blocking
version by issuing non-blocking update in the next dimension before actually working on the data in the current
dimension. The improvement was attributed to greater overlap being achieved by non-blocking calls. We instru-
mented ARMCI v1.1 to quantify the degree of overlap for the two codes. The results are plotted in figure 27.



Figure 20. Overlap Characterization - NAS FT

Figure 21. Original and Modified MPI times of NAS SP on Myrinet with Open MPI for problem sizes A
and B

The non-blocking code shows very high maximum overlap percentage, with 99% overlap being reported for all
processor counts with problem size B.

4.5 Instrumentation Overhead

To illustrate the impact of the overlap characterization instrumentation on the application run time, we re-ran the
NAS benchmarks using the original, uninstrumented versions of Open MPI and MVAPICH2. The results, shown
in figure 28, show an instrumentation overhead of less than 0.9% of the total execution time for all test cases.
These results are expected to scale to much larger processor counts, since the actual monitoring is process-local.
However, we must point out the one-time initial penalty of storing transfer times for messages of different sizes
from a disk-resident file into memory. The reported execution times do not reflect this cost as it is being done
during MPI Init.

5 Related Work

A number of tools, both commercial and research, have been developed for obtaining performance data for
message-passing codes on high-end computing platforms [18]. However, the focus of these efforts has been on
different aspects of MPI performance rather than the ability to overlap communication and computation. Profiling



Figure 22. Original and Modified MPI times of NAS SP on InfiniBand with MVAPICH2 for problem sizes
A and B

(a) (b)

Figure 23. Original and Modified case overlap measurement over the overlapping section of NAS SP
on Myrinet with Open MPI for problem size (a) A (b) B

or tracing at the PMPI interface, supplemented by various analysis and visualization techniques is the widely
adopted approach in current tools. Current performance tools also differ in their approach to instrumentation and
analysis of performance data.

TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) [28] profile data summarizes application behavior in terms of metrics like
message count, message size distribution, inclusive/exclusive time, number of invocations, number of child sub-
routine calls etc. SvPablo [22] supports interactive and automatic instrumentation of subroutine calls and loops,
can be configured to perform profiling or tracing, and reports performance via numerous metrics. KOJAK [13]
instruments MPI programs using the PMPI interposition library, followed by manual or automatic analysis of gath-
ered trace data. Paradyn [23] dynamically instruments an executing parallel program and generates performance
outputs in real-time. mpiP [19, 33] is a lightweight, scalable, profiling library for MPI applications. While the
above mentioned tools are publicly accessible, there are commercial tools in use, like the Intel Trace Analyzer
and Collector [12], DEEP/MPI [5], Paraver [24], Dimemas [6] etc. Many of these tools are integrated with PAPI,
thereby allowing application developers to access hardware performance counters in modern microprocessors.

PERUSE [25] reveals inner details of the MPI library and events occurring in lower system software layers.
ChaMPIon/Pro and MPI/Pro [8] are commercial middleware products from Verari Systems Software that sup-



(a) (b)

Figure 24. Original and Modified case overlap measurement over the overlapping section of NAS SP
on InfiniBand with MVAPICH2 for problem size (a) A (b) B

(a) (b)

Figure 25. Original and Modified case overlap measurement over the complete code of NAS SP on
Myrinet with Open MPI for problem size (a) A (b) B
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Figure 26. Original and Modified case overlap measurement over the complete code of NAS SP on
InfiniBand with MVAPICH2 for problem size (a) A (b) B

Figure 27. Overlap Characterization - ARMCI MG

port the PERUSE specification. Vetter’s work [32, 31] enables performance analysis of communication behavior
of message-passing applications. COMB [14] is a portable benchmark suite that assesses the ability of cluster
networking hardware and software to overlap MPI communication and computation. It is not targeted at evaluat-
ing overlap from an application standpoint. The work in [4, 3] explores the advantages of overlap, independent
progress, and offload in MPI implementations for NAS benchmarks by running different implementations on iden-
tical hardware.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work to determine the degree of computation-communication
overlap for applications in message-passing systems. Trace-based approaches may reveal scope for overlap, but
not in a direct or easy to interpret fashion. Identifying bottlenecks from voluminous trace outputs is tedious. Also,
trace-based approaches have to deal with problems like increases in wall-clock execution time due to the overhead
of instrumentation, possibility of perturbing application behavior, and the overhead of storing voluminous trace
files. Unlike tracing, we numerically quantify the extent of non-overlapped communication. Our instrumenta-
tion introduces very little overhead, and our technique can be used for evaluating different algorithm designs on
different systems.



Figure 28. Instrumentation Overhead - NAS Benchmarks

6 Conclusions

In this report, we have described a framework for performance instrumentation, aimed at characterizing computation-
communication overlap for message-passing applications. We instrumented the Open MPI, MVAPICH2 and
ARMCI libraries and performed tests with micro-benchmarks and the NAS benchmarks on InfiniBand and Myrinet
interconnects for varying problem sizes and processor counts. The overlap measures seek to quantify slowdown
attributable to non-overlapped communication. Due to the unavailability of time-stamping support in NICs, and
the characteristics of middleware and protocols used for communication, it is not possible to precisely identify
the times of various communication events. We therefore developed an approach that generates minimum and
maximum bounds on overlap of communication with user computation. The use of the instrumentation frame-
work in enhancing the amount of overlap for one of the NAS benchmarks was demonstrated. We established that
the instrumentation did not adversely impact running time of the tested applications. Because the instrumentation
resides entirely within the communication library, it fits well with other performance monitoring approaches that
operate outside the library.

The absence of NIC-level time-stamps on data transfers makes the overlap characterization dependent on details
of the underlying communication subsystem. As communication libraries typically operate in user mode, they are
often unaware of when the firmware and hardware actually perform the physical transfer of data over the network.
Future work could harness time-stamps from NICs in precisely identifying communication time intervals. This
will enable more accurate measurements of overlap of computation and communication.
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